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PimpThe Story of My LifeSimon and Schuster
A NEW YORK TIMES Notable Book of the Year “In her book about her life, Miss
Hepburn insists that that woman in the movies was not her at all. ‘I’m not going to hide
behind you anymore,’ she says. ‘Who are you anyway? You're not me.’ Sure she is.
The woman in the book is cocky, fearless, smart, capable, and human, on screen and
off.”—Anna Quindlen, The New York Times Admired and beloved by movie audiences
for more than sixty years, four-time Academy Award winner Katharine Hepburn is an
American classic and an extraordinary, enduring presence on the international cultural
scene. Yet her private life has been obscured by mystery. Now Miss Hepburn breaks
her long-kept silence in this absorbing and provocative memoir. With characteristic
gusto and candor, Katharine Hepburn reflects on the events, people, and places that
have shaped her life—her childhood and family, her early days in New York, and her
experiences with political activism. She talks about the ups and downs of her career,
her long friendship with Spencer Tracy, and of course, her close collaborations with
several of the leading actors, directors, and producers of the past half century. Me is an
unforgettable portrait of Katharine Hepburn as we have not seen her before. “It is the
understanding heart revealed just before the final curtain that makes us fall in love with
Katharine Hepburn.”—The New York Times Book Review NOTE: This edition does not
include photographs.
Warning: Don’t Believe the Hype! All the poet called Sleepy wants to do is spit his
verses, smoke chiba, and stay off the COP’s radar—all of which becomes impossible
once he encounters a professional protestor known as (120 Degrees of) Knowledge
Allah. They soon find themselves on the wrong side of local authorities and have to
elude the powers that be. When young heiress Sophine Jefferson’s father is murdered,
the careful life she’d been constructing for herself tumbles around her. She’s quickly
drawn into a web of intrigue, politics and airships, joining with Sleepy and Knowledge
Allah in a fight for their freedom. Chased from one end of a retro-fitted Indianapolis to
the other, they encounter outlaws, the occasional circus, possibly a medium, and more
outlaws. They find themselves in a battle much larger than they imagined: a battle for
control of the country and the soul of their people. The revolution will not be televised!
The book Rosebudd the American Pimp is about the choices one has to make in order
to go to the highest plateau in that lifestyle. Rosebudd did all that was in his power to
become a legend. His day to day activities and mental savvy and toughness is
displayed throughout the book. His book is not a book on how to become a pimp, but
rather a book on how not to be a brutal, uncaring person and still receive the rewards of
being one of the best pimps there ever was. In his book he has listed the 27 rules to
becoming a master at this game. If you pick this book up, you will not put it down until
you are completed. You must be cautious with this material, because you will be
handling dope.
"You pimp! You trafficker! You should be skinned alive and burned at the stake! How
could you possibly exploit another sexually for your own sick financial gain? They were
prostituting minors! How could they be so sick? Prison, yes prison should be where we
hide you forever for the destruction of human life that you caused. Stopping you means
stopping the human sex trafficking epidemic! If we incarcerate you we can stop modern
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day slavery!"I heard these words as I watched a group of my mentees go through their
case in federal court. With RICO conspiracy charges hanging over their heads, they
were presented as gang members that trafficked girls for the benefit of the gang. I knew
these allegations were false. I knew these young men personally. They were not pimps
and definitely not "traffickers," a new word to me that I had never heard before until
now. A word that I had to learn the meaning of fast. How did I know that they weren't
"traffickers"? I quickly found out that for many years of my life I myself was a trafficker.I
sat in the courtroom silent, not able to speak my first-hand knowledge of "the game."
Regardless of whether I knew my mentees were innocent or not, these were charges
they could never shake. I listened as law enforcement experts testified from their
expertise. Ha! What did they know? These were people who had never spent a single
day in the subculture of pimping and prostitution. They had no clue what that life was
really like and if they did they were lying on purpose to continue the mass incarceration
of young black and brown lives. Yeah, that had to be it.Entering the anti human sex
trafficking movement as a former pimp and trafficker, I knew I would be alone. My past
will not be taken well by many, but what other option do I have, stay quiet? Should I not
educate people about domestic human sex trafficking and the pimping culture I was
raised to believe was my only way of success? I can't stay quiet! I can't go off and live a
normal life, glad to have survived the game. Out of 8 of my closest friends I am one of 4
still alive. The only way to help end this cycle of death and incarceration is to teach the
truth from my perspective. All sides of this problem must be at the table because so far
only a portion of the story is being told. This portion of the story still doesn't truly reflect
the lived realities of the many women survivors that I know and love. Staying quiet is
not an option for me - I'm willing to die to save future generations from this trap. This
was no "game" we were playing. It was an illusion. An illusion that was pressed upon
me and my entire peer group as we grew up in San Diego, California. Pimp City.To all
who want to truly want to help fight human sex trafficking and sexual exploitation this
book is needed in your arsenal.This is not a "how to" book on pimping. This is also not
a book about human sex trafficking in general. This book presents a deeper
understanding of the mind-frame and make-up of those involved in human sex
trafficking. This book specifically deals with the pimping and prostitution subculture that
has risen from impoverished communities across the United States, communities in
cities like mine. This subculture can affect your family no matter what social or
economic class you come from. Do you want to learn the truth so that we can really
deal with the problem? Here's your opportunity.
The author that brought black literature to the streets is back. Weaving stories of deceit,
sex, humor and race Iceberg Slim, best-selling author of Pimp, brings us the story of a
hustler who doesn’t just play the con game, he transforms it. This is the gritty truth, the
life of a hustler in south side Chicago where the only characters are those who con and
those who get conned. Trick Baby tells the story of “White Folks,” a blue-eyed, lighthaired, con-artist whose pale skin allows him to pass in the streets as a white man.
Folks is tormented early in life, rejected by other children and branded a “Trick Baby,”
the child conceived between a hooker and her trick. Refusing to abandon his life in the
ghetto and a chance at revenge, Folks is taken under the wing of an older mentor, Blue.
What happens next is not to be believed. Only Slim could bring us the story of a hustler,
forced to learn the game and rise to the top. It’s Slim’s story and he tells it in the only
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way he knows how, in the language of the streets.
Terry and Teddy's relationship crumbles and they go in separate directions as they
become heroin addicts and seek their dealer's favor in order to feed the addiction.
The ultimate anti-hero, Iceberg Slim, takes you into the secret inner world of the pimp,
and the smells, the sounds, the fears and petty triumphs of his world. A legendary
figure of the Chicago underworld, this is his story: from defending his mother against
the evil men she brought into their lives, to becoming a giant of the streets. A seething
tale of brutality, cunning and greed, Pimp is a harrowing portrait of life on the wrong
side of the tracks, and a rich warning from a true survivor.
“[In Pimp], Iceberg Slim breaks down some of the coldest, capitalist concepts I’ve ever
heard in my life.” —Dave Chappelle, from his Nextflix special The Bird Revelation Pimp
sent shockwaves throughout the literary world when it published in 1969. Iceberg
Slim’s autobiographical novel offered readers a never-before-seen account of the sex
trade, and an unforgettable look at the mores of Chicago’s street life during the 1940s,
50s, and 60s. In the preface, Slim says it best, “In this book, I will take you, the reader,
with me into the secret inner world of the pimp.” An immersive experience unlike
anything before it, Pimp would go on to sell millions of copies, with translations
throughout the world. And it would have a profound impact upon generations of writers,
entertainers, and filmmakers, making it the classic hustler’s tale that never seems to go
out of style.
Rice recipes to spice up your kitchen! Across continents, rice is the dramatic
centrepiece of the table and at the heart of life. In Pimp My Rice, Nisha Katona shares
recipes from her home kitchen and around the globe, from Pimped Rice Piri Piri to
Beefed-Up Bibimbap and even Black Rice & Coconut Sorbet. Showcasing a rainbow of
types and explaining how to cook them perfectly every time, Nisha takes the fear out of
the world’s greatest cereal killer. Nisha Katona is a rice evangelist. Why? It does not
need peeling, it does not need soaking, it likes to be left to cook without a watchful
gaze. It is eternally long life, waiting long in dark cupboards, bidden to warm musky life
when fridges are empty and potatoes are sullenly sprouting. Far from being an
understudy, rice is the most virile, muscular weapons of mass construction in the busy
working kitchen. Nisha, who runs a fantastically popular Curry Clinic on Twitter, is on a
mission to demystify rice and to show the enormous breadth of rice recipes that can be
created simply and quickly. As a second generation Indian, she shows how to marry
different cuisines together, to create vibrant, exciting dishes. In other words, this is a
book of pimped-up rice recipes.
Pimp C: The Untold Story of Chad Butler takes readers inside the life of the late HipHop Icon who was 1/2 of the legendary group, UGK. Pimp C is heavily regarded for
guest appearances on smash hits such as: Jay Z "Big Pimpin," 3-6 Mafia "Sippen on
Sizzurp," Ludacris "Stick em Up," T-Pain "In Love with a Stripper," and many more. This
book provides foresight into Pimp C's final eight hours of life, the forming of UGK, his
multiple personalities, the event that led to his incarceration, and more. If you are a fan
of Pimp C and Southern Hip-Hop this book is definitely for you, as we preserve a piece
of history on one of the most talented and diverse musicians of our times.
In this astonishing account, Iceberg Slim reveals the secret inner world of the pimp, and
the smells, sounds, fears and petty triumphs of his world. A legendary figure of the
Chicago underworld, this is his story: from defending his mother against the men in
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their lives to becoming a giant of the streets. A seething tale of brutality, cunning and
greed, Pimp is a harrowing portrait of life on the wrong side of the tracks, and a rich
warning from a true survivor.
Whoreson Jones is the son of a beautiful black prostitute and an unknown white john.
As a child, he's looked after by his neighbourhood's imposing matriarch, Big Mama,
while his mother works the streets. At the age of 12, his street education begins when a
man named Fast Black schools him in trickology. By 13, Whoreson is a cardsharp. At
the age of 16 his childhood comes to an abrupt end when he becomes a fully-fledged
pimp: cold-blooded and ruthless. As he battles to understand his world, he must learn
to live up to his mother's words, 'First be a man, then be a pimp'.
Doom Fox is the final instalment in Iceberg Slim's searing sequence of highly-charged
books that began with his critically acclaimed and multi-million selling autobiography,
Pimp. Slim's powerful, raw prose and eye-opening reflections of black ghetto realities
have helped to redefine modern American literature, offering the reader a glimpse into
lifestyles and language never before seen in print. Doom Fox tells the tragic story of
three generations of the Allen family in post-war L. A. Written with Slim's typically
disturbing honesty and sharp humour, it paints their lives with compassion, telling their
stories in their own words, in the language of the street. The result is another riveting
and potent urban parable, a bitter commentary on a society that has as its core a
legalized policy of discrimination.
Teenagers Sandra and Chink fall in love after they start selling drugs in inner-city Los
Angeles, but when he goes to jail and Sandra is later raped, Chink escapes to seek
revenge against the men responsible.
Chili Pimping in Atlantic City: The Memoir of a Small-Time Pimp and Hustler, the
controversial autobiography of Michael Mick-Man Gourdine, AKA the Candyman, as he
was known on the street. The book pulls no punches and provides an honest and
sometimes shocking look at what one man from the wrong side of tracks felt compelled
to do to achieve the American Dream. Gourdine became a pimp who operated primarily
on the streets of Atlantic City, New Jersey, while working as a corrupt NYPD cop who
specialized in narcotics trafficking and prostitution. Employed as a police officer from
1990 to 2000, Gourdine reportedly made an estimated $2.5 to 3 million dollars in illegal
graft, bribes, prostitution and drug dealing before being fired. Gourdine was a chili pimpthat is, a small time pimp who had between one and three girls working for him. As a
chili pimp, Gourdine didn't stay in the most expensive hotels or eats in the most
expensive restaurants; he couldn't afford it. Instead he relied on is his ability to give his
girls more care, attention and on-the-spot dependability than a bonafide pimp could
give. Today, Gourdine recalls, "It is a sad existence that I was lucky enough to escape
and maybe some readers will avoid after reading my book." Chili Pimping in Atlantic
City describes how Gourdine developed the stomach for the pimping game, became a
corrupt cop, learned the pimping trade and survived on the mean streets. The author
paints vivid profiles of some the interesting characters he meets along the way. He
concludes with some hard lessons. "The best way to steer a young boy away from
pimping is to change his environment," Gourdine writes. "If a young boy is starving,
living without heat in his house, with no real men around him, guess what he's going to
take when he sees the first person who he deems the best fit to survive in his dismal
circumstances? And believe you me, he will not be a law abiding citizen." Gourdine now
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resides somewhere in New Jersey where he owns and manages numerous properties,
and changes residences often. He is married with four sons.
Iceberg Slim is the name Robert Beck used in the ghetto. He was a pimp and this is his
story, told without bitterness and with no pretence at moralizing - the smells, the
sounds, the fears, the petty triumphs in the world of the pimp.
Straight from the source: Iceberg Slim gives unprecedented insight into his incredible
life and mind in this second collection of rare, explicit, interviews. Iceberg Slim is
infamous as a pimp. But he was many things: Victim of childhood abuse, racism and
the Great Depression; drug addict; hustler; prison escapee; multi-million book selling
author; one of the first rap record artists; orator; pre-eminent writer; father; husband;
advocate of socially constructive life. The interviews (big topics from applying the game
in square relationships, to the con game, sex, drugs, education, writing, racial issues,
fatherhood, politics, crime and punishment) are complimented by: Camille Beck's tragic
story, told by her sister Misty; FBI records, mug shots, historical records; the true story
of Baby Bell and Sweet Jones; and the true story of Henry and Iceberg's mother.
Revealing insights with those who knew Iceberg Slim are included: Mike Tyson; Camille
and Misty Beck; Diane Beck; Betty Beck's story from the day she met Iceberg; Bentley
Morriss (CEO, Holloway House Publishing). Plus Ice-T, Bishop Don Magic Juan and
others provide relevant commentary on Iceberg's life, work and great legacy.
Pimp in Distress By Pimp in Distress This book is about a man who was born in
Mississippi on a farm. As a hood kid he had no childhood, no teaching, no schooling, no
mom, no father. He was kicked out of school in third grade. Yet he had a gift he did not
know of – he was born to be a pimp. This book is for all people to know how you can
miss your calling of what you are here for. To do your gift you have to be who you are.
The author wrote this book to help kids stop killing each other - that is not cool. Kids
should not try to be a pimp. They will not make it. Go to school and be all you can be.
Stay focused.
In this newly discovered work by the late Iceberg Slim, the man who essentially birthed
street lit, an LAPD vice detective intent on sweeping away street prostitution and police
corruption finds himself up against Shetani (Swahili for Satan), a leading pimp who
uses violence and heroin to control his prostitutes.
In “The Naked Soul of Iceberg Slim,” the fierce and lyrical icon for criminal reformation
describes himself as “ill…from America’s fake façade of justice and democracy.” For
Iceberg, the illness may have been a detriment, but for us, it’s a gift. His tales serve as
a chilling reminder that we are all still inmates of one prison or another, and the time to
break free has arrived. Iceberg Slim took the public into the raw, unseen, predatory
reality of America with “Pimp”. This time around, he puts the emphasis on reality with
his collection of personal essays. This is Iceberg, in California, broken down into a
million pieces of anger, wisdom, but ready for a shift in his own consciousness. From
the corrupt LAPD to a broken heart, Iceberg recounts woes that the average Joe can’t
even fathom. Iceberg Slim takes us for a ride; this time not only through the harrowing
world of a pimp, but through his brain, his soul, and his psyche. The racist, gutwrenching universe Iceberg Slim inhabits throughout this novel and his struggle to
endure is one that will be appreciated by all. The story’s arch of chaos to cleansing is
startlingly honest. After all, one can’t help but root for the man who had the courage to
rupture the bars of the cell society created for him and the man who gave a voice to
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those too afraid to speak. In “The Naked Soul of Iceberg Slim” his voice reigns loud
and clear, and ready for vengeance.
Dennis Hof, proprietor of the world-famous Moonlite BunnyRanch brothel and the P.T.
Barnum of prostitution, charts his path to fame and infamy, while dispensing homespun
wisdom about sex, sales, money, and how to live as the country’s most recognizable
pimp. In The Art of the Pimp, Dennis Hof offers a hilarious, insightful, behind-thescenes look at life as the proprietor of The Moonlight BunnyRanch, the world’s most
famous legal brothel, and recounts his chaotic life as the king of America’s sex
industry. Hof, the star of HBO’s critically lauded series Cathouse, reveals the tricks of
turning tricks, the secrets of his outrageous marketing stunts, and scandalous details of
his friendships with porn stars, prostitutes, and politicians. Readers will learn how Hof’s
“girls” negotiate the highest prices for sex, the dirty little secrets of getting men to fall in
love with them, and the inside tales of “The Girlfriend Experience,” the #1 requested
menu item. The Art of the Pimp will take readers on a wild ride through his countless
sexual conquests, romantic failures, and business successes.
The first and definitive biography of one of America's bestselling, notorious, and
influential writers of the twentieth century: Iceberg Slim, né Robert Beck, author of the
multimillion-copy memoir Pimp and such equally popular novels as Trick Baby and
Mama Black Widow. From a career as a, yes, ruthless pimp in the '40s and '50s,
Iceberg Slim refashioned himself as the first and still the greatest of "street lit" masters,
whose vivid books have made him an icon to such rappers as Ice-T, Jay-Z, and Snoop
Dogg and a presiding spirit of "blaxploitation" culture. You can't understand
contemporary black (and even American) culture without reckoning with Iceberg Slim
and his many acolytes and imitators. Literature professor Justin Gifford has been
researching the life and work of Robert Beck for a decade, culminating in Street Poison,
a colorful and compassionate biography of one of the most complicated figures in
twentieth-century literature. Drawing on a wealth of archival material—including FBI files,
prison records, and interviews with Beck, his wife, and his daughters—Gifford explores
the sexual trauma and racial violence Beck endured that led to his reinvention as
Iceberg Slim, one of America's most infamous pimps of the 1940s and '50s. From
pimping to penning his profoundly influential confessional autobiography, Pimp, to his
involvement in radical politics, Gifford's biography illuminates the life and works of one
of American literature's most unique renegades.
In the tradition of Donald Goines and Iceberg Slim comes A Pimp's Life, the story of the
rise and fall of Mack Jones. He's at the top of his pimp game in Queens, New York,
until he breaks one of the cardinal rules of Pimping 101 and falls in love with one of his
girls. Destiny was once an innocent young girl tricked into selling her body, but now
she's as tough as the most seasoned professionals on the street. Then a tragic turn of
events causes her to open her heart once again. When Mack is shot, she stays by his
side during his recovery, proving herself to be as devoted as any wife would be to her
husband. After she sees that Mack has regained his strength, Destiny finally gathers
the courage to leave the life behind her, and Mack is forced to make a decision. He
won't stop her from leaving, but he must decide if he will follow her out of the game. Will
he stay with what he's always known, or take a chance on love? And even if he does
choose to get out, will the streets let him go that easy?
"Every one has a giz Raw puzzle found in their minds with unfill spaces, about. How the pimp
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game is played. When you finnish reading this book I will have filled them in for you."
A notorius Chicago pimp--leading a lifestyle of unimaginable wealth-- recalls with brutal candor
his rise from ghettto to celebrity as leader of Chicago's Magic World Christion.
One of the key figures of the French Enlightenment, Denis Diderot was a passionate critic of
conventional morality, society and religion. Among his greatest and most well-known works,
these two dialogues are dazzling examples of his radical scientific and philosophical beliefs. In
Rameau's Nephew, the eccentric and foolish nephew of the great composer Jean-Philippe
Rameau meets Diderot by chance, and the two embark on a hilarious consideration of society,
music, literature, politics, morality and philosophy. Its companion-piece, D'Alembert's Dream,
outlines a material, atheistic view of the universe, expressed through the fevered dreams of
Diderot's friend D'Alembert. Unpublished during his lifetime, both of these powerfully
controversial works show Diderot to be one of the most advanced thinkers of his age, and
serve as fascinating testament to the philosopher's wayward genius.
From a bestselling Italian author comes a sharply observed new mystery set in the seedy
underworld of 1970s Milan Giorgio Faletti's first thriller, I Kill, took Europe by storm, selling over
five million copies. The Corriere della Sera, Italy's leading newspaper, crowned him "the
greatest Italian writer." In 2010, with the explosive publication of A Pimp's Notes, Faletti won
international celebrity as a writer of world-class, tightly wound, psychologically nuanced
thrillers. It's 1978. Italy has just been shocked by the kidnapping of the politician Aldo Moro by
the left-leaning terrorist group the Red Brigades. In Milan, the upper class continues to amuse
itself in luxury restaurants, underground clubs, and cabarets. This is Bravo's milieu. Enigmatic
and cynical, Bravo makes his living catering to the tastes, fantasies, and fetishes of the wealthy
and depraved. When the mysterious Carla enters his life, what begins as a clandestine
romance quickly becomes a nightmare that will transform Bravo into a man wanted by the
police, by organized crime, and even by the Red Brigades. As the web around him tightens,
Bravo will be forced to confront the violence of the times in which he lives as well as his own
connections to the political and criminal networks that control contemporary Italy.
"On a scale of one to ten, this novel is incomparable to any other of its kind; in fact this read is
off the scale. To my knowledge, there has never been a novel quite like this. The writer is
nothing short of brilliant. He is the abosolute best." -Bogeese (Chicago, IL)
The pimp has reached nearly mythical status. We are fascinated by the question of how a guy
from the ghetto with no startup capital and no credit -- nothing but the words out of his mouth -comes not only to have a stable of sexy women who consider him "their man," but to drive a
Rolls, sport diamonds, and wear custom suits and alligator shoes from Italy. His secret is to
follow the "unwritten rules of the game" -- a set of regulations handed down orally from older,
wiser macks -- which give him superhuman powers of charm, psychological manipulation, and
persuasion. In Pimpology,star of the documentaries Pimps Up, Ho's Downand American Pimp
and Annual Players Ball Mack of the Year winner Ken Ivy pulls a square's coat on the unwritten
rules that took him from the ghetto streets to the executive suites. Ken's lessons will serve any
person in any interaction: Whether at work, in relationships, or among friends, somebody's got
to be on top. To be the one with the upper hand, you've got to have good game, and good
game starts with knowing the rules. If you want the money, power, and respect you dream of,
you can't just "pimp your ride," you need to pimp your whole life. And unless you've seen Ray
Charles leading Stevie Wonder somewhere, you need Ken's guidelines to do it. They'll reach
out and touch you like AT&T and bring good things to life like GE. Then you can be the boss
with the hot sauce who gets it all like Monty Hall
In his much quoted, seminal work, On Liberty, John Stuart Mill attempts to establish standards
for the relationship between authority and liberty. He emphasizes the importance of
individuality which he conceived as a prerequisite to the higher pleasures-the summum bonum
of Utilitarianism. Published in 1859, On Liberty presents one of the most eloquent defenses of
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individual freedom and is perhaps the most widely-read liberal argument in support of the value
of liberty.
New edition of the perennial cult classic with a specially commissioned introduction by Irvine
Welsh

DEALING… PRODUCING… ALL IN A DAY’S WORK FOR A DRUGLORD. OR IN
HOLLYWOOD. Ruined and on the lam, former drug kingpin Max Fisher stumbles
upon the biggest discovery of his crooked life: a designer drug called PIMP that
could put him back on top. Meanwhile, a certain femme fatale from his past is
pursuing a comeback dream of her own, setting herself up in Hollywood as
producer of a series based on her and Max’s life story. But even in La-La Land,
happy endings are hard to come by, especially with both the cops and your
enemies in the drug trade coming after you…
Robert Beck, better known as Iceberg Slim, was an American pimp who
subsequently became an influential author among a primarily African-American
readership. Beck's novels were adapted into movies, and the imagery and tone
of Beck's fiction have been acknowledged as an influence by several gangsta rap
musicians, including Ice T and Ice Cube, whose names are homages to Beck.
Tells the story of Otis Tilson, a transvestite living a life of pimping and tricking
amid the violence and crime of the homosexual underground.
This is the story of a pimp named Sonny Boy, who kept anywhere from five to ten
whores working the streets, including the clubs. At that time, life was promising in
their line of work. But things would also get difficult living beneath the same roof
with their pimp, his wife and their three young children. At all times strict rules
were enforced by Sonny's wife. And when a bitch got out of line, that ass whippin'
came from her, but only at times. Because in most cases it came from the hand
of Sonny Boy himself! Pimpin' became Sonny's destiny at the young age of
19-years old. He strives to be a good father to his children, but you might think
otherwise by the way he beat his whores for gettin' out of line when it came to his
money!
Another collection of Zits comic strips, which provides a humorous look at the
daily lives of the Duncans, their teenage son Jeremy, and his siblings.
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